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Hilltop Automatic webbing cutter with Hot Knife  
Ribbon Tape Cutter  

With button-Switching, you can 
cut strip tapes automatically and 
neatly. 
A reliable, easy-to-use and compact heat 
cutter for hot cutting works on webbings, 
braided sleeving and tubing's. 

Built with adjustable temperature to provide 
optimal performance and automatic job 
stop when the end of the material is 
reached. 

This cutter has a maximum cutting width of 
90mm allowing potential for a wide range 
of materials to be cut using it. Materials can 
also be cut parallel to each other to increase productivity. 
 
Strip labels with max. 90mm wide and can be cut at a range of 15mm-300meter long. 
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Special Features 
 High Speed: It can cut 100—110 cuts per minute. 

(50mm Long) 
 

 Cutting Type: Because the Hot Knife melts the 

end of the label, the cutter seals it neatly without    
fraying. The blades are durable, due to being made 
from High Speed Steel.  

 

 Automatic Operation: it works automatically once 

the Length and quantity have been set.  
 

 Automatic Stopper: it stops automatically if materials run out during 

operation. 
 

 Memory: Once the length, quantity and speed are set, these options are 

saved. Even after powering down, these saved options will still be there. 

Cutting Knife Hot-Cutting (250-400°C) 

Max. Cutting width 90mm 

Speed  120-140 cuts/min (50mm) 

Range of Cutting Length 15mm ~ 300mtr 

Weight  Ca. 25kg 

Accuracy Stepping Motor ensure precise length 

Cutting Type Sealed neatly without fraying 

Parallel Cutting  Several strips Parallel 

Temperature Controller via electronic control panel 

Automatic Operation Length, Quantity & Speed can be saved 

Auto-stop  Auto-stops when material is depleted 

Memory Length, quantity & speed can be saved 

Multiple Knife Stroke  Possible to have multiple knife strokes 


